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Question: 1

You set up a material as a phantom assembly by entering the special procurement key in the material
master. How can you switch off the phantom assembly in a specific bill of material (BOM)?

A. Change the special procurement key of the phantom assembly in the BOM.
B. Change the explosion type of the phantom assembly in the BOM.
C. Change the phantom item indicator for the phantom assembly in the BOM.
D. Change the item category of the phantom assembly in the BOM.

Answer: B

Question: 2

Which information is required when you created a production master in SAP S/4HANA?

A. Selective screen for views
B. Product type
C. Base unit of measure
D. Industry sector

Answer: A, B

Question: 3

You want to insert an operatio at a certain time on work center. The planning direction is forward. The
disired dispatching time concides with an operation that has previously been dispatched. How does the
insertion take place?

A. The previously dispatched operation stays as is; the new operation is inserted after the the dispatched
operation.
B. The previously dispatched operation stays as is; the new operation is inserted before the the
dispatched operation.
C. The new operation is inserted at the desired time; the previously dispatched operation is moved
forward.
D. The new operation is inserted at the desired time; the previously dispatched operation is moved
backward.
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Answer: D

Question: 4

What does it mean for the production planner when MRP works with infinite capacities?

A. MRP assigns capacity requirements automatically after the last scheduled order on a work center.
B. MRP creates capacity requirements without checking the capacity of a work center.
C. MRP assigns capacity requirements automatically to work center is with the earliest available capacity.
D. MRP creates capacity requirements only if the work center has sufficient capacity.

Answer: B

Question: 5

You want to set up a make-to-order planing scenario for finished material. The bil of material contains
two components: one should be procured for each sales order individually, the other one shold be
procured jointly for all independent requirements. Forcasting for the finished product is NOT possible.
Which setting do you make to achive this?

A. Choose planning strategy 50 (Planning whthout final assembly) and select corresponding Mixed MRP
indicator
B. Choose planning strategy 20 (Make-to-order) and select corresponding Invidual/collective indicator
C. Choose planning strategy 20 (Make-to-order) and select corresponding Mixed MRP indicator
D. Choose planning strategy 50 (Planning whthout final assembly) and select corresponding
Invidual/collective indicator

Answer: D


